Brain Transfer: Spectral Analysis of
Cortical Surfaces and Functional Maps

Abstract. The study of brain functions using fMRI often requires an accurate matching of cortical surface data for comparing brain activation across a
population. In this context, several tasks are critical, such as surface inflation
for cortical visualizations and measurements, surface matching and alignment of functional data for group-level analyses. Present methods typically
treat each task separately and can be computationally expensive. It takes
for example several hours to smooth and match a single pair of cortical surfaces. Furthermore, conventional methods rely on anatomical features to drive
the alignment of functional data across individuals, whereas their relation to
function can vary across a population. To address these issues, we propose
Brain Transfer, a spectral framework that unifies cortical smoothing, point
matching with confidence regions, and transfer of functional maps, all within
minutes of computation. Spectral methods have the advantage of decomposing shapes into intrinsic geometrical harmonics, but suffer from the inherent
instability of these harmonics. This limits their direct comparison in surface
matching, and prevents the spectral transfer of functions. Our contributions
consist of, first, the optimization of a spectral transformation matrix, which
combines both, point correspondence and change of eigenbasis, and second,
a localized spectral decomposition of functional data, via focused harmonics.
Brain Transfer enables the transfer of surface functions across interchangeable cortical spaces, accounts for localized confidence, and gives a new way to
perform statistics on surfaces. We illustrate the benefits of spectral transfers
by exploring the shape and functional variability of retinotopy, which remains
challenging with conventional methods. We find a higher degree of accuracy
in the alignment of retinotopy, exceeding those of conventional methods.
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Introduction

Major brain activities occur on the cerebral cortex. The analysis of this thin, highly
convoluted surface is therefore of particular interest to neuroscience, for instance,
in studying vision and perception. The geometry of the cortex can be extracted
from anatomical MRI, while neural activity can be measured via changes of blood
flow in functional MRI. In order to establish shape and functional relationships
across a population, fast and accurate algorithms are often sought for matching
surfaces and functions on surfaces. Early approaches based on volumetric warping
[1] ignore the complex geometry of the cortical folds, and consequently, produce
misaligned cortical areas [2]. Recent surface-based approaches, either slowly deform
surfaces until matching [3, 4], or inflate cortical surfaces to a spherical template [5–7].
Methods that flow surfaces into one another, such as LDDMM [8] and Currents [9,
10], provide an elegant mathematical framework, with guarantees on diffeomorphism,
but remain computationally expensive, and typically take several hours to match
meshes with a few thousand vertices. On the other hand, spherical methods, such as
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Fig. 1. Spectral Decomposition on Shapes – Any function f (x) on surface 1 (top row),
or g(x) on surface 2 (bottom row) can be written as a sum of weighted harmonics (coloring is
harmonic amplitude). Spectral weights, w(f ) and w(g) , are not directly transferable between
surfaces since harmonics may change sign (bases 8), and not correspond (differences in black
isolines, incompatible bases 80).

FreeSurfer [5] and Spherical Demons [7], find correspondences on simplified spherical
models of the cortex. These methods subsequently exploit extrinsic shape features,
such as sulcal depth and mean curvature, to drive the alignment of the spherical
models. Unfortunately, these approaches rely on an expensive inflation of cortical
surfaces into spheres [11], which also requires a few hours to process high-resolution
meshes. Moreover, current methods typically rely on anatomical features to drive the
alignment of functional data across individuals, whereas their relation to function
can vary across a population [12].
Spectral graph theory [13] recently offers a fast alternative for matching highresolution cortical surfaces within minutes on a conventional laptop computer [14,
15]. Spectral methods facilitate the correspondence problem by matching shapes in
a spectral domain, rather than in the Euclidean space. Complex geometries, such
as cortical surfaces, become reduced embeddings that are isometry-invariant, i.e.,
two shapes having the same intrinsic geometry, with identical geodesic distances between points, yield identical spectral embeddings, even if they have different extrinsic
geometries. This is equivalent to comparing intrinsic vibration properties of shapes
rather than their external configurations. However, a perturbation in shape isometry,
such as expansion and compression of surfaces, changes the Laplacian eigenvectors
in the spectral embeddings. This limited the use of spectral methods to coarse alignment [16] or global analysis [17, 18]. Attempts were made to correct the perturbed
embeddings with rigid [19] and nonrigid transformations [20, 14], all assuming that
Laplacian eigenvectors are compatible between shapes. They are, however, inherently
flawed by the instability of the eigendecomposition. Eigenvectors can indeed change
sign, orientation and shape, due to possible multiplicity of eigenvalues, ambiguity
in shape symmetry, and numerical instabilities. For instance, Laplacian eigenvectors become ambiguous to rotation on a sphere. This makes spectral embeddings
hardly comparable for near spherical shapes. The underlying graph metric may also
be adapted by an expensive conformal metric correction [21]. Laplacian eigenvectors provide nonetheless a set of basis functions on complex geometries [22–24], and
enable, therefore, any surface function to be represented as a linear combination
of harmonics. This is for instance exploited in Laplacian smoothing [25, 26], where
meshes are reconstructed with the coarser harmonics. The weights associated with
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Spectral Transfer – How to Transfer Intrinsic Geometry between Meshes?
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Fig. 2. Spectral Transfer between Shapes – a) Reconstruction of a function (here the
point coordinates of mesh 1, f (x) = (x, y, z)), is correct when using the right eigenbasis of
mesh 1. b) Direct transfer of spectral weights, w(f ) , onto mesh 2 yields a wrong reconstruction. c) Transfer must account for an optimal spectral transformation R. Color represents
sulcal depth on respective meshes. Transfer of w(f ) onto mesh 2 enables a direct comparison
between depth maps (a,c).

each harmonic, capture intrinsic geometrical properties of the represented shape or
function. These weights remain, however, incompatible between surfaces.
This paper proposes to ameliorate spectral approaches by enabling a Spectral
Transfer of such weights across interchangeable harmonic bases. Surface functions,
such as point coordinates or activation maps, become transferable from one surface onto another via a spectral transformation of the harmonic weights. We indeed
assume that if any function can be expressed using a surface basis, there exist a
transformation allowing the harmonic weights on one surface to be transferred on
another surface [23, 24]. In other words, a set of harmonic weights from one surface
must be translated to the same language as on another surface. This requires the
optimization of a spectral transformation matrix that combines both, a surface correspondence and a change of harmonic basis. Such spectral transfer provides a more
robust formulation for spectral methods and handle naturally the sign changes as
well as differences across Laplacian eigenvectors, including the mixing of eigenvectors
in higher frequencies. In addition, this paper proposes Focused Harmonics in order
to better capture geometrical properties within a region of interest. This is achieved
by building a confidence map with a graph node weighting, which guides the spectral
decomposition within regions of higher confidence. Localized functional maps, such
as the visual area in the occipital lobe, can therefore be expressed with dedicated
harmonics.
Our framework, Brain Transfer, enables the transfer of harmonic weights representing cortical shape and functional data across individuals. These harmonic weights
capture intrinsic geometrical properties at multiscales, and can be linearly composed
in order to reconstruct shapes and functions between subjects. We explore the parameter space of these harmonic weights via a principal component analysis over a
dataset on retinotopy. Our results shows that our framework achieves similar accuracy in a fraction of the time as compared with conventional methods when matching
cortical surfaces, and outperforms the state-of-the-art when matching functional data
within the visual cortex.
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Fig. 3. Retinotopy – fMRI activation maps of visual inputs over the visual field: (Left)
Polar angle map, varying with [−π/2, +π/2] (lower/upper field), (Right) Eccentricity map,
varying with [0, π] (center/peripheral). Brain shows occipital lobe.
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Spectral Decomposition on Shapes

We begin by reviewing the fundamentals of spectral decomposition on shapes.
Surface Function Decomposition – Let us consider a compact manifold M, and
f (x) a smooth function on M. The Laplace-Beltrami operator on f is defined as
the divergence of the function gradient, ∆f = −div∇f , and admits an eigendecomposition ∆φ = λφ. This can be interpreted as finding the natural vibration amplitudes φ, at harmonic frequencies λ, of a membrane with shape M. Since φ forms
a basis
P∞on M, any smooth function f can be represented as a linear combination
f = i=0 wi φi , where wi ’s are harmonic weights. On a discrete representation, e.g.,
a triangulated mesh of M, the general Graph Laplacian is often used. Let us build
the graph G = {V , E } from the set of vertices, with positions x = (x, y, z), and the
set of edges. We define the |V | × |V | weighted adjacency matrix W in terms of node
−2
affinities,
P e.g., Wij = kxi − xj k , and the diagonal degree matrix D as the sum
Di = j Wij . The General Graph Laplacian is formulated as L = G−1 (D − W ),
where G is a general node weighting matrix, typically diagonal with G = D. The
decomposition, L = UΛU−1 , provides the eigenvalues
 Λ = diag λ0 , λ1 , ..., λ|V | and
its associated eigenfunctions U = U0 , U1 , ..., U|V | , that correspond respectively to
the shape harmonic frequencies and bases on M. Fig. 1 shows how harmonics describe increasingly more complex geometrical properties as frequency augments. A
surface function f is represented with:
f (x) =

|V |
X

wi Ui (x), or simply, f = Uw,

(1)

i=0

where w = (w0 , w1 , ..., w|V | )T = U−1 f is a column vector of harmonic weights. When
U is truncated, we compute the first k coefficients with: w = (UT U)−1 UT f .
Focused Decomposition – We propose a new focused spectral decomposition in
a region of interest by exploiting a graph node weighting as a confidence map. This
is of interest to fMRI, where signal is often localized in specific neural areas, such
as in the visual cortex for retinotopy (Fig. 3). Node weighting is typically G = D,
which makes the Graph Laplacian a stochastic matrix. Each node has equal chances
of occurring, i.e., row sum of L is 1. When a confidence map g(x) is used in place, the
total node probability is changed with G = diag (g(x)) in G−1 (D − W ). Nodes are
given importance with g(x), and stronger nodes become dominant in the Laplacian
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Fig. 4. Focused Spectral Decomposition in Region of Interest – A confidence map
indicates regions of confidence of a surface function. (Left) Higher confidence is given to the
visual cortex, (Right) 1st to 10th harmonics. Stronger graph node weights produce focused
harmonics, with more description in ROI.

matrix. The spectral decomposition consequently becomes focused on these stronger
graph nodes, yielding what we call Focused Harmonics (Fig. 4). In our experiment
on functional data, the map is set as the signal difference in a common area between
subjects, i.e., high signal difference between subjects indicates low confidence areas.
Spectral Smoothing – Functions on surfaces can be represented with general, or
focused harmonics, f = Uw. One application is smoothing of meshes or surface functions. For instance, surface point coordinates f (x) = (x, y, z) can be reconstructed
us
ing the first k low-frequency harmonics: (x, y, z) ← U (UT U)−1 UT (x, y, z) where
the basis is truncated with U = (U0 , ..., Uk ), and has size |V | × k. Similarly, surface
functions, such as retinotopy, can be smoothed on the surface by reconstructing the
original maps with k harmonics. Fig. 5 shows such reconstructions and illustrates
how geometrical details appear with more harmonics.

3

Spectral Transfer

Let us now consider the functions f = U(f ) w(f ) on a mesh M(f ) , and g = U(g) w(g)
on a mesh M(g) , and see how their intrinsic geometrical properties are transferred
across meshes.
Brain Matching – Conventional spectral matching methods rely on the principle that harmonic bases are compatible between meshes. A dense point matching
is established via fast nearest-neighbor searches between spectral representations,
1
typically UΛ− 2 . However, this approach inherently suffers from the instability of
eigenvectors, due to a sign or multiplicity ambiguity in a spectral decomposition.
Eigenvectors may even be mixed in higher frequencies, which yield incompatible
bases between meshes. Spectral methods typically compensate for these issues with
a rigid or non-rigid transformation of spectral representations, but fail in addressing
the fundamental incompatibility of harmonics between meshes. Recently, a doublelayered spectral graph decomposition was proposed in [15], where the graph Laplacian is augmented by incorporating in the same Laplacian matrix, the two original
meshes with a correspondence map between them. The decomposition of such joint
graph Laplacian produces one unique set of harmonics, common to both surfaces.
Correspondence links between such joint Harmonics may be interpreted as shortest
random-walk distances between surfaces [15].
Brain Transfer – We propose a new approach for brain matching, where intrinsic geometrical properties are transferred accross brains instead of being matched.
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Fig. 5. Spectral Smoothing – (Top) Reconstruction of a surface using 20 to 600 eigenbases. Note how the brain convolves with more eigenbases. (Bottom) Reconstruction of
retinotopy (polar angle map) using 5 to 200 eigenbases. Few focused harmonics are sufficient to reconstruct the polar map.

This transfer addresses the inherent issues on eigenvector incompatibility in spectral methods. It was shown earlier that intrinsic geometrical properties of shapes or
functions are captured in harmonic weights, and that shapes and functions can be
reconstructed using such weights. However, harmonic weights are not directly interchangeable between meshes. Fig. 2-b shows an invalid direct transfer with U(g) w(f ) ,
which does not produce the excepted shape of M(f ) . Central to our method is the
ability to transfer intrinsic geometrical information between brains, via an optimal spectral transformation of harmonic weights. We assume there exists a spectral transformation R(f →g) between U(f ) and U(g) [22–24]. This corresponds to a
change of basis R = (U(g) )−1 U(f ◦c) , where c is an unknown correspondence map that
matches rows of U(f ◦c) with equivalent rows of U(g) . Such transformation permits
the spectral transfer of w(f ) between meshes, such that U(f ) w(f ) becomes equivalent to U(g) Rw(f ) , which uses a different basis. In practice, only k < 20 coefficients
w = (w0 , ..., wk )T are required in brain matching. The k × k spectral transformation
matrix from Mf to Mg is computed with the truncated basis U(f ) and U(g) :

−1 

R(f →g) = (U(g) )T U(g)
(U(g) )T U(f ◦c) ,

(2)

such that U(f ◦c) w(f ) becomes equivalent to U(g) R(f →g) w(f ) .
Optimization – The optimal spectral transformation requires solving for the point
mapping c from M(f ) to M(g) . In effect, this correspondence minimizes several crite(f →g)
ria, such as transferred functions across shapes: Eu
= kU(f ◦c) w(f ) −
(g) (f →g) (f ) 2
U R
w k , or surface data, such as a sulcal depth map s on the surface,
(f →g)
and/or its gradient: Edata = ks(f ◦c) − s(g) k2 + k∇s(f ◦c) − ∇s(g) k2 . Symmetry is
enforced in adding the inverse mapping, c−1 from M(g) to M(f ) , in the energy:

E

E (sym) (f, g, c) = E (f →g) (f ◦ c, g) + E (g→f ) (g, f ◦ c−1 ), where

(3)

(f →g)

(4)

(f ◦ c, g) = kU

(f ◦c)

+ αs ks

(f )

−U

−s

(g) 2

w

(f ◦c)

(g)

R

(f →g)

w

k + α∇s k∇s

(f ) 2

k

(f ◦c)

− ∇s

(g) 2

k ,
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Spectral Interpolation – from one subject to another
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Fig. 6. Spectral Interpolation – Reconstructions of surfaces using interpolation of harmonic weights, from p = 0 (left, subject 1), p = 0.5 (middle, synthetic average) to p = 1
(right, subject 2): Using a common eigenbasis with w = (2 − p)w(1) + pRw(2) . Smoothing
occurs by removing harmonic coefficients (600 vs. 150 eigenbases).

where αs ensures that corresponding points between meshes should have similar
sulcal depth maps, while α∇s ensures that corresponding sides of sulci should be
1
matched. The harmonic weights are set to w = Λ− 2 , which favors eigenfunctions in
low, rather than high frequency. Global geometrical characteristics are favored over
fine details.
The energies in Eq. 3 can be formulated as the L2 norm of the difference between
high-dimensional vectors: E (f →g) = kX (f ◦c) − X (f →g) k2 and E (g→f ) = kX (g◦f ) −
X (g→f ) k2 , where: X (f ) = (U(f ) Λ(f )

− 21

α∇s ∇s(g) ), X (f →g) = (U(g) R(f →g) Λ
(g→f )

1

(g) − 2

(f )

, αs s(f ) , α∇s ∇s(f ) ), X (g) = (U(g) Λ(g)

1
(f ) − 2

− 21

, αs s(g) ,

, αs s(g) , α∇s ∇s(g) ), and X (g→f ) = (U(f )

(f )

, αs s , α∇s ∇s ). Each vector is a combination of intrinsic geometR
Λ
rical information and a data term based on sulcal depth. The data term may also
consist of functional data, such as polar and eccentricity maps. The mapping c is
established with simple nearest-neighbor searches between vectors X (f ) and X (f →g) ,
and c−1 is established similarly between X (g) and X (g→f ) : c = arg minc kX (f ◦c) −
−1
X (f →g) k2 and c−1 = arg minc−1 kX (g◦c ) − X (g→f ) k2 .
The correspondences may be further refined by decomposing the joint graph
Laplacian formed with c and c−1 between M(f ) and M(g) , as used in [15]. This may
be interpreted as a random walker wandering between surfaces, with probabilities
given by the links formed by c and c−1 .
The optimization iteratively alternates between 1) a correspondence map phase,
which finds the mapping c and c−1 and 2) an update phase, which refines the spectral
transformation matrices R(f →g) and R(g→f ) . The iterations are initialized by using
a 3 × 3 identity matrix for R and a truncated U with 3 eigenfunctions. The number
of eigenfunctions is increased at each iteration, up to 20 in our experiments.
– Initialize R(f →g) and R(g→f ) with identity
– Iterate by increasing k = 3 to k = K
1) Build vectors X (f ) , X (f →g) , and X (g) , X (g→f ) with k eigenfunctions
2) Find mapping c via nearest-neighbor search between X (f ) and X (f →g)
3) Find mapping c−1 via nearest-neighbor search between X (g) and X (g→f )
4) Refine c and c−1 with a Joint Graph Laplacian between M(f ) and M(g)
5) Update R(f →g) and R(g→f ) with new c and c−1 (Eq. 2)
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Fig. 7. Accuracy of Shape Alignment – Top: Average Dice Index across 240 alignments of cortical parcellations, using FreeSurfer (dark blue, Dice: 0.84), Spherical Demons
(light blue, Dice: 0.85), Spectral Matching (light green, Dice: 0.82), Joint Spectral Matching (orange, Dice: 0.83), and our Brain Transfer (dark red, Dice: 0.84) – Bottom: One
example showing the alignment of 12 major parcellations (light blue for one cortex, light
red for aligned second cortex) – Our method yields similar accuracy as compared with the
state-of-the-art, with significant speedup.

Spectral Statistics – The harmonic weights w form a vector space in k dimensions
that is spanned by an eigenbasis U. In this context, one may wonder what this space
looks like. Let us consider two set of transferred harmonic weights for two surface
functions: R(f →ref) w(f ) and R(g→ref) w(g) . We define the linear interpolation between
them as w(p) = (1−p)R(f →ref) w(f ) +pR(g→ref) w(g) , where U(ref) may be either U(f ) ,
U(g) , or else. The average weight would be at mid-point p = 0.5. Fig. 6 shows the
reconstruction of shapes from such interpolated harmonic weights.
PN
The average weights for N surface functions become w(µ) = N1 i=1 R(i→ref) w(i) .
The covariance matrix of N transferred harmonic weights is Σ = W W T , where W =


T
T
vec w(1) , vec w(2) , ..., vec w(N )
− w(µ) , with the vector operator vec (w),
linearizing w into a column vector. At last, the decomposition of Σ = QΛΣ QT
provides the principal modes of variations [27, 28] of the harmonic weights.

4

Results

We evaluate the performance of Brain Transfer in two folds, first, in aligning cortical
surfaces, and second, in aligning retinotopy.
4.1

Alignment using Shape Features

Shape alignment is evaluated with a dataset of 16 cortical surfaces with 109k to
174k vertices, each with a manual labeling of cortical parcellations. We align all 240
possible pairs of cortices using FreeSurfer (FS), Spherical Demons (SD), Spectral
Matching (SM), Joint Spectral Matching (JSM), and Brain Transfer (BT). The average Dice overlap (2|A ∩ B|/(|A| + |B|)) for 12 major parcellations, among all pairs,
is 0.84 (±0.08) for FS (timing is 3 hours for one matching), 0.85 (±0.07) for SD
(2 hours), 0.82 (±0.08) for SM (110 seconds), 0.83 (±0.08) for JSM (140 seconds),
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Fig. 8. Alignment of Retinotopy with Brain Transfer – (Top) Polar and (Bottom)
Eccentricity map, before and after use of functional features. Surface maps become nonrigidly warped on surface. Transferred harmonic weights enable map comparisons. Matching
accuracy increases by 17%, computation time is 220sec. Brain shows occipital lobe.

and 0.84 (±0.06) for Brain Transfer (220 seconds). Running times are measured on
a 2.6GHz Core i7 laptop with 16GB of RAM. The matching accuracy is arguably
similar among all methods with an average Dice score of 0.84. Spectral Methods
have, however, a notable speed advantage over conventional methods, from hours to
minutes of computation.

4.2

Alignment using Functional Features

The advantage of Brain Transfer is better assessed when using focused harmonics on
functional data, such as retinotopy on the visual cortex. Our dataset is collected from
9 subjects, each with a polar angle map (θ between ±π/2), an eccentricity map (ρ
between 0 and π), as well as a manual labeling of 16 visual areas used for evaluation.
Data were projected on cortical surfaces of 117k to 164k vertices. We set the graph
node weighting with the difference of surface data in the overlapping regions between
two shape-aligned cortices: g(x) = exp −β((θ(1) − θ(2) )2 + (ρ(1) − ρ(2) )2 ) , where
β = 1/2.
Since Brain Transfer showed an equivalent accuracy as compared with conventional methods in cortical alignment, we use it in order to compare matching with
sulcal features only, and with functional data. This reflects the benefit of using functional data via focused harmonics within the same framework. Fig. 9 shows the
average Dice overlap for all 16 visual areas, using Brain Transfer with shape features
only: 0.42, and functional features: 0.49. These alignments reveal the challenges of
matching visual cortices, whereas large cortical parcellations, based on anatomy, were
used in the previous experiment. The use of functional data, via focused harmonics,
shows an increase in matching accuracy, up to 54%, notably in areas that are away
from the calcarine fissure [29, 12].
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Fig. 9. Accuracy of Retinotopy Alignment – Average Dice Index across 72 alignments
of 16 visual areas, using Brain Transfer (BT) with pure Shape Features (sulcal depth), with
average Dice: 0.42, and Functional Features (polar and eccentricity maps, with focused
harmonics), with Dice: 0.49. An example showing the initial and aligned visual areas using
Brain Transfer with functional features (green countour for one subject, red for second
subject). Brains show occipital lobe.

4.3

Variability Study of Cortical Shape and Functional Data

Brain Transfer captures intrinsic properties of shapes and functions in harmonic
weights. We now provide a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in order to explore
the parameter space spanned by the harmonic weights.
Shape Variability – We reuse the harmonic weights computed in the former experiment on cortical alignment. PCA is applied on all 16 transferred harmonic weights,
each representing surface point coordinates. The target space is chosen arbitrarily as
the harmonic basis of the first subject. Our aim is to explore the variability of weights
in a common space, regardless of finding an optimal unbiased space. Fig. 10-a shows
the reconstruction of cortical surfaces using the average of transferred harmonic
weights, and the first 3 principal modes of variations within 2 standard deviations.
The first mode appears to capture a global rotation of the cortices, which interestingly, were not initially aligned in space. This indicates that Brain Transfer can
correctly handle datasets that are not initially aligned. Further modes capture variabilities in the cortical folds, such as, shape differences in the occipital and temporal
lobes.
Functional Variability – We now reuse the harmonic weights computed in the latter experiment on retinotopy alignment. PCA is applied on all 9 transferred harmonic
weights, each representing polar and eccentricity maps, expressed in the focused harmonic basis of the first subject. Fig. 10-b shows the reconstruction of polar maps
using the average of transferred weights, and the first 3 principal modes of variations.
The modes capture specific variabilities in the distinct stripped pattern of the polar angle map. The variability study is directly performed on the focused harmonic
weights, which captures functional information that is independent from the cortical
shape. This contrasts with conventional approaches for studying variabilities where
shape and function may be mixed by coupling surface values to point positions.
Statistics are therefore performed directly on intrinsic geometrical properties, rather
than on pure surface point values.
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Fig. 10. Variability of Harmonic Weights – PCA on harmonic weights, (Left) using
shape-based weights (function is point coordinates f (x) = (x, y, z)) and, (Right) using the
functional-based weights (function is retinotopy f (x) = (θ, ρ)), with focused harmonics).
Showing the first 3 principal modes of variations within ±2σ from the average.
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Conclusion

Our method, Brain Transfer, contributes to the challenging problem of matching
shapes and functional data on cortical surfaces. Spectral methods have demonstrated
a tremendous speed advantage over conventional cortical matching methods, but remain inherently limited by the instability of the Laplacian eigenvectors. Incompatible
surface harmonics typically require to compensate for the sign flip, ordering, and differences of eigenvectors. Our approach ameliorates spectral methods by enabling a
natural transfer of intrinsic geometrical properties across surfaces, where harmonic
weights are optimally expressed using different surface harmonics. In other words,
intrinsic geometrical information travels across surfaces by translating it into the
language of a different surface. Functional data is often localized on the cortical
surface, such as retinotopy in the visual area. Focused harmonics are, therefore,
proposed to better capture surface data in regions of interests. Our results show a
17% improvement in matching visual areas when functional features are used instead
of only shape features. Brain Transfer also offers a new way to perform statistics
across surfaces, by directly analyzing intrinsic geometrical properties of shapes or of
surface functions. This analysis on harmonic weights contrasts with conventional approaches where surface values are typically coupled with surface points. To conclude,
our method, Brain Transfer, offers a better formulation for spectral methods by enabling the spectral transfer of intrinsic geometrical properties across surfaces. It also
addresses the instability issue of Laplacian eigenvectors. Finally, our improved alignment of functional data may potentially translate into a lower number of required
acquisitions in fMRI studies, and still preserve an equivalent statistical power.
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